
I  Want To Be A FASHION BLOGGER, it  is the most prestigious international event linked to the
modeling of  the  network  marketing  world,  the  only  one  that  is  a  true  style  competition,  beauty,
resourcefulness  and  prestige,  to  search  for  future  and  future  top  model  "social"  (both  men and
women). Born in December 2015, after a careful study of the agency in the studies The Twins agency
management,  the final  international of  I  Want To Be A FASHION BLOGGER hosting a technical
committee composed of the most recognized professionals in the image world: designers, bloggers,
manager , photographers and models / internationally renowned models. Every edition I Want To Be
A FASHION BLOGGER offers contracts to be divided among the top four, including agencies in major
world capitals of fashion and international brands in partnership, and a € 1,000.00 prize money to be
spent on the platform "followers "the social network INSTAGRAM.

The brand I Want To Be A FASHION BLOGGER is run by efficient management Mother "The Twins
agency management."

The articulation of the fashion award networks, relative to how the events take place within individual
regions, will be structured as follows ...

FLASH CASTING

They are casting to be carried out on location as Restaurants, Pubs, Clubs and the like. The girls
will have to make a recorded output with the institutional shirt and a second output with dresses as
they please. You will parade in the location before a technical committee that will have to vote. As
for the exposure of the dealers sponsors will have the roll up for the national institutional sponsors
as well as posters to advertise their events. For local sponsors we recommend using a screen to
project them in rotation or use other display systems to be placed within the location. The winning
girls (the number is at the discretion of each regional dealer) pass to the next stage, the FASHION
BLOGGER SHOW PROVINCIAL.

FASHION BLOGGER SHOW PROVINCIAL

The Fashion Blogger Provincial Show, are real parades show. In the locations, where possible, it will
be necessary to mount a stage of minimum 8 mx 6 m and a walkway of 8/10 meters x 4 meters wide.
The regional dealers will be provided of a PVC sheet of 3 meters x 3 meters, in which there will be
the institutional  image of  the fashion award networks  and the logos of  national  sponsors,  to be
placed on the stage as the bottom fifth. It may want to expose on a screen with rotating images local
sponsors or even using banners to put on the bottom edge of the walkway or with signs to be put
around the catwalk. The official releases that participating girls will necessarily have to be carried out
are, the entry with the institutional shirts, the first exit with institutional costumes (where the technical
committee will have to make the first vote) and a second output with elegant dresses owned by the
girls, where the technical committee will  have to make a second and final vote. It is advisable to
invite the artists who can entertain the audience during the various phases of the evening, and as an
interlude between the various changes of clothing for girls.



If you have sponsors that parade, you can increase the outputs of the girls dressing sponsor clothing or more
sponsors.

After the release of the girls with their evening gowns, the boards of the vote counting and prepare for the
various awards they should be withdrawn. The winning girls (the number per single evening is at the
discretion of the regional dealers) will go to regional Blogger Fashion Show.

FASHION BLOGGER SHOW REGIONAL

Fashion Blogger Regional Show, taking place in the same manner of Fashion Blogger Provincial Show, but
with an obviously more important tone. The Fashion Blogger Regional Show, who would have to declare the
(minimum) 4 girls that will participate in the Fashion Blogger National Show, can also be divided, at least an
evening to a maximum of four evenings. The arrangement of national and local sponsors sponsors is the
same as Fashion Blogger Provincial Show.

In each of  these stages,  the /  competitors must perform a slow enough casual demeanor,  focusing on
posture and posture, always having in hand their smartphone and taking selfies all the time (in addition to
the  official  photographers  present)  which  will  then  be  selected  and  posted  on  their  personal  profiles
instagram (and shared on facebook) with relative Hashatg of national, regional sponsors, provincial and
primarily

#iwanttobeafashionblogger  #thetwinsagency  and  its  tag connectioniwanttobeafashionblogger  (list  hashtag
must be received by the agency licensee before each stage ). Thanks all'hashatg

#iwanttobeafashionblogger,  the  main  direction  will  in  turn  repost  the  best  pictures  on  the  official
Profileiwanttobeafashionblogger

FASHION BLOGGER SHOW FINAL NATIONAL

We are in talks for a partnership is a national radio that a national TV to give visibility to all evenings of the
regional and the national final dealers. The national final will last for three days of pre-final and final of 7 days
when / the finalists will be placed inside a tourist facility and "supervised" 24 hours 24 from our cameras
broadcast to the public on the web streaming, in the form of a real Reality.


